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It is well documented that measurements of indoor air quality impacted by soil gas/vapor
intrusion (VI) show building-specific variability across time. For this reason, there is a
significant challenge in providing long term consistent and equivalent protection across all
buildings within a community considered to be “at risk” of chlorinated-contaminant vapor
intrusion (cVI).
This interactive session will showcase examples of the need for, and possibility of, low cost and
effective, consistent and equivalent, protection from cVI exposures across an entire “at risk”
community.
During the workshop, participants will learn more about:
a. Ongoing research on how community members/scientists from all buildings ‘at risk’ for
cVI can participate by observing meters quantifying Indicators of the potential for soil
gas intrusion, possibly including cVI, into their indoor air (such as, differential
temperature, and pressure). Occupants can also use these same or similar meters to
observe continuous indoor air concentration measurements of the physical Tracer of soil
gas intrusion, e.g., naturally-occurring radon (Rn), in their own buildings indoor air.
Together these indicators and tracers (I&T) can show occupants how their building’s
potential for, and actual intrusion of, soil gas changes over time.

b. How this building-specific data, with the support of regulatory teams including natural
and social scientists, could be used to prioritize the buildings, and times, for more costly
indoor chemical-specific vapor sampling (possibly by the occupants themselves).
c. How community members with their own buildings’ data can be active participants in the
risk management decision making process regarding their own short- and/or long-term
health risks.
d. How this is an opportunity for communities with cVI concerns to express their interest in
participating in a government-directed study of the cVI potential in their community.
EPA’s Office of Research and Development (ORD) will be conducting pioneering
research on cVI assessment and management using these ‘cutting-edge’ approaches in a
limited number of ‘at risk’ communities.
The EPA’s ORD has been testing and exploring these I&T guided sampling approaches and
relationships at individual buildings for many years, based on requests from several EPA and
State Cleanup and Brownfields Programs.
Currently, ORD is planning the implementation of full-scale field applications of these concepts
within selected “at risk” communities with the goal of working with the most vulnerable and
susceptible communities to cVI exposures. This will entail social science research to document,
and to begin to address, the residential community’s associated concerns for uncertainties over
their health risks, ambiguities of science, stigma, and potential property devaluation, as well as
disruption and nuisance. With this type of collaboration and capacity building, these
communities could build trust and pride in the high-quality protection they have created
preventing the intrusion of soil gases (possibly including cVI) into their indoor air. It is
anticipated that when the majority of buildings in a community can document on-going
protection, that could allow them to be considered a ‘Soil Gas Safe Community’ (of the future).
That is to say, having ‘soil gas safe’ building conditions, and/or on-going monitoring, that are
recommended for all existing buildings and thoughtfully-designed new construction within the
community, and across the globe.
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